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Whether they do so also petrographically, I cannot decide, having 
no specimens of thfl last mentioned place to compare them with. 80 I 
cannot ascertain wh ether, ond if so, where, limestone, with remains 
of Leperditia grandis, founcl in the Groningen diluvium, still exists 
in a compact rocky mass. -

Geodesy. - On the contents of the sixth and last part of the 

Report "die Triangulation van Java", lately presented to the 

Academy, in the name of the Netherlands Government, by 

Prof. J. A. C. OUDEM.A.NS. 

(Read February 23, 1900). 

As I had the honour to state at the meeting of J anuary 2, 1897, 
the fifth part of this Report contains the complete results of the 
trio.ngulation of Java, primary and secondary 1). It contains the 
length in metres and the nzimuths at bath ends of every si de of the 
triangles. Finally a table ex hibits the geodetic Jongitudes and 
Iatitudes of all the stations, as they were calculated, starting from 
the station Genoek in the Residency of Djepara, where the late 
Geographical Engineer SOETERS made an accurate astronomical 
determination of latitude and azimuth i the same table contains also 
the heights above the mean level of the sea, (see IV Abth., p. 206, 
line 4 from the bottom.) 

How these heights were obtained had hitherto not been explained; 
it is done in the now completed 6th part. 

I beg to communicate in a few words some particulars about 
these calculations. At auy station near the seaboard the height 
above the mean sea level can be measured directly, taking as far 
as possiblo the tides into account. This was done for 19 stations, 
8 primary and 11 secondary ones, and these were the starting points 
for obtaining the heights of the stations situated further inland, but 
for the last a knowledge of the refl'action is required. 

Owing to the diminutiou, of the density of the atmosphere with 
increasing elevation, a ray of light traversing it in a nearly 
horizontal direction is bent downwards. 

N ow if at one station be measured the zenith distance of 

1) Tbe primll.ry trÏtmgulation was all'eady tl'eated of in thc 4th part, but thc rcsults 
were reprinted 1ll tlte 5 th • 
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änother, whose distancc is known, the difference of height ruay be 
calelllated, provided the mean radius of eurvature of the ray of 
light bctwecn the two stations be known. If that radius be n times 

that of the earth's surfaee between the two stations, ~ is generally 
n 

called the eoefficient of terrestrial l'efraction, and its half, whieh is 
used in the calculation of the differonce of height, if the path of 
thc ray is supposed to be circular, will here be ealled the factor 
of refraction I). 

This factor may be fIJund, either, as B.A.UERNFEIND did in Bavaria, 
by measuring the zenith distanee of a distant station, whose height 
above tbe observing station has been aecurately determined hy spirit 
levelling' - or IJy measuring, at eaeh station, the zenith dist!!-pee 
of the other. Both these methods, especially the latter, have been 
repeatedly applied, but the resuIts were very discordant. Theoretically 
the factor is known to depend on the indications of barometer and 
thermometer, but still more, nay principally, on the law oCdiminu
tioo of the denslty of the air with increasing height. 

As this law was unknown fol' Ja va, and as the factor was sus
pected to be very variabIe, being dependent on the time of the day 
and on atmospheric conditions, tho dE'sign was long ago formed in 
the Geographical Service to make a special determination of this 
factor, by reciprocal and simultaneous observations of zenith distances 
at different hours of the day. This design has been cnrried out 
since 1 left Java, under the direction of the late engineers WOL
DRINGH and SOETERS. 

In 1876 Engineer WOLDRINGH made two determinations, assisted 
by At:lsistant J.A.CQUI'S OUDEM.A.NS. On one day the reciprocal zenith 
distances were simultaneously measured five times between the 
south end of the SUIlplak base and the sUUlmit of thE' Salak, and 
shortly afterwards three times bet ween the same base end and the 
station TJltjadas; the ddference of height bemg 2015 metres in the 
first, and only 44 metres in the last case. (The heights above sea 
level were: base end 195, Salak 2210, Tjitjadas 235 metres). The 
results were different, and in the last named determination there 
existed from half past se ven til! half past ten a. ru. a considerable 
dillllllution of the value of the factor of refraction. This led to the 
arrangement of systematic series of observations. A first series 

1) In Ollllk's Geouesy, the half of":', which we caU the factor, is called the coef· 
n 

ficient of refractlOn 
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Was observed between tbe stations Banjoepabit, Penocnggalan and 
Basé in Mirldle Java, by Mpssrs SOETERS, J.ACQUES OUDEM.ANS and 
DE VLETTER. U])happily the ouservations of the last named observer 
are lost; perhaps tbis is the reason) why the same observers per
formed new series bet ween three other summits in East Java, viz. 
in March and April 1878 between the stations Djoerangsapi, Poetri 
and Tanahwoelan, and in Nov€'mber of the same year between 
Petjaloengan, Poetri and Tl1.nahwoe]an. _ (The heigbts were: Djoe
rangsapi 230, Poetri 976, Tanahwoelan 761, Petjaloengan 534 metres). 

Between each pair of stations tbe zenith distances were repeaiedly 
measured strictly simultaneously, e. g. at 8 h. between tbc first and 
second, at 8 h. 20 m. bet ween tbe first and third, at 8 h. 40 m. 
between the second and third station, and sa on. The observations 
were commenced early in the morning and continued as long as 
rising clouds did not interfere. 

The general conclusion from these researches was, that the factor 
of refraction diminished from early in tbe morning till nOOD, at 
first rapidly, anel afterwards more slow1y; of course this is easily 
explained by the rising of the heated inferior layers of air. 

But a remal'kable result was, that each pair of stations gave a 
different value for the fActor of refraction; thus, while in Maroh 1877 
Penoenggalan and Banjoepahit gave for the mean 0,0547, (minimum 
at noon 0,0510,) thc mean result from Petjaloengan and Poetri 
was 0,0882, (max.imum at 8 h. 0,0973). 

Tt "as thought that these differences could be accounted for by 
deviations of the plumbline, caused by local attractions; for sueh 
attractions displace the zeniths and sa alter the zenith distances; 
but tbe attempt to explain the obscrved differences in this way, 
proved unsuocessful; at least it would have been necessary to assume 
very large deviatioDs of t11e plllmbline, different in sign, besides as 
has Leen already stated, in March and April of 1878 the observa
tions we re made at Tanahwoelan, Poetri and Djoel'angsapi, and in 
November of the &ame year at Tanahwoelan, Poetl'i and Pet ja
loengan i now the deviations of the plumblines at Tanahwoelan 
and Po(!tri, needed to render concordant the observations of March 
and April, did not agree, either in direction or magnitude, with 
those which would have harmonized the observations of November. 
Attempts to explain thc variations of the factor of refraction by 
the indications of barometer and thermometer, were equally un
successful and it seemed neccssal'y to conclude that the layers of 
air of equal density urc by no meana pa.rallel to the spherical or 
cUipsoiria\ surfltce of the earth, but that they follow the sinuosities 
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of the ground, so that every pair of mountaintops _or rather of 
stations has its own factor of refraction. 

As it was nevertheless desired to obtain a mean factor of refrac
tion, my ze alo us coadjutor, Coronel M. IJ. J. VAN ASPEREN, late 
of the R. D. N., who had executed most of these calculations, 
proposed to me to seled all the pairs of stations between which 
reciprocal zenith distances had been observed, whether simultaneously 
or not. In thia research East and West Java were kept separated, 
but tbey gave very nearly the same result, namely 0,068. In all 
there were 114 results, ranging from 0,0392 to 0,0879. 

These 114 values were then divided and ranged in 11 groups, 
in three different ways; 1 st. according to distances, varying from 
23,9 I to 6D,5 kilometres ; 2nd• according' to mean heights, ringing from 
123 to 2673 metres, and 3rd • according to zenith distances, taking for 
each pair of stations the arithmetical mean bet ween tbe smaller 
zenith distance and the supplement of the other. 

M y reason for arranging the resul ts according to dist.ances, was 
that in the triangulation of Hanover, GAUSS faund the factor of refraction 
to be dependent on the distance betweell the stations, the greater 
di stances giving a larger factor, but th is was easily explained by 
the fiatness of the country. 

Between two stations th at were not far apart, the ray of lig'ht almos t 
grazed the surface of the ground, and it is a known fact, that in 
this case, by the heating of the soil and the so caused diminutioll 
of density of the undermost layers of the air, the factor of refraction 
often diminishes, and not seldom becomes negative, in which caHe 
the convex instead of the concave side of the ray of light is _turned 
to the earth. Of course in Hanover great distances were only to 
be found between relatively high summits, and so the ray of light 
between such stations was of ten free from this infiut'nce. 

In Java no infiuence either of distance or of zenith distance on 
the refraction was remarked. As regards mean height, its increa8e 
was accompanied by a feebIe diminution of the factor of refraction, 
but not until the mean height amounted to 2000 metres. For this 
reason the theoretical diminution of the factor with increasing height 
has been ignored. 

As we now came to deduce the differences of heights from tbe 
zenith distances, and to calculate from these, in connection with the 
heights measured directly at the seaboards, the heights of the inland 
stations above sea level, it seemed proper to use the 114 cases, 
in which, as above stated, reciprocal zenith distanccs were observed, 
but not simultaneously; in such cases the difference of height may 
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be calculated by a known formula 1), not involving tbe factor of 
refraction. 

For calculating the remaining differences of height the value of 
the factor of refraction had to be taken into account. Fortunately 
its influence on tbe shorter sides of the secondary triangulation was 
always small i very of ten a method was used which had the advantage 
of diminishing considerably the influence of abnormal refraction, viz : 
measuring the zenith distance3 of both the stations from a third 
station simultaneously, or at le.1st the ODe immediately af ter the other. 

As the general rule was, to measure from every station zenlth 
distances of all the surrounding stations, there were many more 
gi ven quantities than wel e necessary to determine the heights of all the 
stations, primary as weIl as secondary j so the dJfferences of height 
had tû be deduced by the method of least squares i but as the 
stations were too numerous to be all jncluded in one solution, it 
was necessary to combine them in gl'OUps. The manner in which 
the division of the, work took place is clearly indicated by a map 
printed in colours, of which I give a pair of reprints to circulate 2). 
As already mentioned, the heights of all stations near the seaboard 
were measured directly, the heIghts of the other steltions being derived 
from these. The heights given in the Report are those of the tops 
of the triangulation pIllars, generally built up 1,1 metre above the 
ground, upon a foundation of one meter depth. 

In the deduction of tbe most probable values the weights of the 
measured dJfferences of height were taken into account i it was 
therefore necessary to distmguish between the three ways in which 
these differences had been found, viz. by measuring from one ofthe 
two stations concerned or from bath reciprocally, or from a third 
station. The report gives these particulars. In the primary work 
reciprocal zenith di stances were almost exclusi\Tely used. 

Af ter the heights of the primary stations had been fixed, the heights 
of the secondary stations were deduced, taking into account the 
weights of the several determinatioDs. 

The result of an elaborate examination was, that the average 
mean error of a deduced difference of height was about half a metre. 

I also computed the mean error (in seconds) of a single zenith 

1) Viz. the formula: ,,/_Tt=S(l+k'+lt)tg~ (z'-z). 
21l 

2) Plate III of tbe Report. As tbe stones, tbat blLve served for this plate, as also 
for tbe plates I and lI, have been ground out, it bas been impossible to join tbem 
to the printed abstract. 
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distance, such as had been used in determining the differences in 
hei~·ht. The result found wa,> + 9",6, whereas the mean error of 
the leciprocal simultaneous obse! vations was only ± 2'1,2. The inference 
is, that, if we wish to find the accurate difference in height between 
two stations, between which the ground is too hilIy for spil'it levelling, 
simttltaneous recipl'ocal zenith distances ought exclllsively to be taken. 

In Java the determination of the heights was of quite secondary 
interest, and the results (which were confil'meJ by further researches) 
werp sufficien~ for the purposes of the Survey; but at ot her times 
and in other regions th ere have been <'ases, where the difference of 
height was the chief aim, and this rule was not observed. 

In the operatIons executed in 1825, under tbe dll'ection of colone1 
CORABOEUF, for tbe geodetw determination of the differenee of 
height between the A tlantic and the Mediterranean, every care was 
bestowed on the triangulation of the summits of the Pyrenees; 
the zenith distances too were aften repeated, thl'ee or live series, 
each consisting of ten observations, being taken on each_ occasion; 
bnt the reciprocal zenith distances were not observed simu1ta.neously, 
though the double staff rendered it practicabIe. The result might 
have been more satisfactory, if this precaution had been taken, bût 
it must be allowed tllat at that time attention had not yet been 
drawn to the point. 

A snparate chapter of the Report is conf>ecrated to the dip of 
the horizon, observed at 53 stations. It soon appeared that these 
observations conld not compete with those already mentioned for 
determining the heights above mean sea level; they have accordingly 
not been used for this pur pose. 

But it was quite another thing, being given the al ready fixed 
heights of those 53 stations and the ouserved dips, to deduce a 
posteriori a formula by which the height above the sea might be 
calculated from the dip. 

This problem also initiated several inquiries. rrhe height is best 
calculated by a series containing the even powers of tg d. Now, 
in trying to determine, by the observed dips, the coefficient of tg'J d, 
(on which the 5 ~ times smaller one of tg4d depends), the computed 
heJghts of the low stations were generally too g'reat, aresult easily 
explained by the already mentioned inversion of the curvature of the 
ray of light near the level of the sea. Indeed, following a ray of 
light from the sea to a distant mountaintop anel supposing a point 
of inflexion to oCCUl near the sea level, then it is easy to see, that 
in determining the height of auy point on the ray by the dip, the 
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error made will be the same for all points on the ray. lndeed, as 
a diagram immediately shows, this error is equal to the linear quantity 
by which that, part of the ray of light, which is concave on the side 
turned to the earth, dips nnder thc level of the sea, if prolonged 
at the sea-end. 

By the method of least squares, it was easy to find this sa caUed 
cOllstant, as weIl as the coefficient of tg9- d, and th en ce the factor 
of refraction. 

The first step was to take thc arithmetical mean of all the dips 
observed at the same station; the second term, containing tg4d, proved 
smalt cnough to be neglected if the height did not exceed 2000 
me tres ; and so the problem was reducecl to tbe sol ving of 53 equa
tions with 2 unkno~vn quantities. The coefficient of tg2d being thus 
determined, the factor of refmction was calculated 1), and agreed 
almost perfectly WJth the value found before; finally the coefficient 
of tg1 d was deduced. The result was 

h = (6,56546) tg2d - (5,82716) tg4d - 2,475, 

h being' in metres, and the num bers in the brackets being logarithms 
of the actual coefficients. The value of the factor of refraction, 
deduced from the first coefficient, is 0,0692, whereas the reciprocal 
zenith di stances gave 0,068. Considering the diverging values that 
are found for this number, the agreement is more than sufficient. 

The same material, however, seemed to invite a more detailed 
inquiry. OfteD, at the same station, the dip has been observed at 
different hours of the day, and it seemed to be worth while to 
examina the changes of the factor of refraction during the hours 
of observation. The result is shown graphically on plate Il. At 11 
a. m. both methods give nearly thc same value, viz. 0,0680; before 
and af ter, the clips give a smaller value than the recJprocal zenith 
distances. 

rrhe same plate shows in a litHe map at the bottom, all the 
stations where the dip has been observed. They appeal' to be very 
regularly dlstributed along the south coast of Java and in the 
eastern part of the north oonst; we also see that the clips were 
observed in different azimuths. Now, as the radIUs of curvature 
of the earth, (or of the ooean), differs with the azimuth, it is 

I) Cnlling the coefficient of t!J2d a, the factor of refrnction k nnd the radius of the 
R II 

I:'nrth R, we have a = 2-4k' Ol/" = % - 4a • 
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necessary, if we wish to calculate with preC'ision, to take this into 
account and to reduce the observed di ps (for instance) to dips 
belonging to a mean radius of curvature. 

I was sorry not to be aule to take the tides into consideration, 
though they have been thoroughly investigated 1), for a great number 
of stations, by our honoured Correspondent Dr. J. P. "VAN DER STOK, 

who embodied his results in tide tables. But these tables commence 
with the year 1891, and it would have been a laborious operation 
to extend them to the period containing the observations (1865-
1880) and to deduce, hy the cotidal lines, (also drawn by the same 
author), the height of the bea at the moments of the observations. 

In most cases neither the azimuth was noted, nor the hour of 
the observation; and it was necessaly to make assumptions with 
regard to bath; as to the azimuth, the dip observation was supposed 
to be made in a direction perpendicular to the cpast line; as to 
the hour of observation, it was supposed that the horizontal ob ser
vations commenced at half past six, and that every observation, 
horizontal or vertical, occupied five minutes. This gave the time 
of the dip observation. 

This investigation led me to frame the following rules for future 
observations of dip. 

1. At every observation the apparent time is to be noted, as also 
the indications of barometer, thermometer and psychrometer. 

2. Repeating the obsel'vations on several days is recommended, 
in order to neutralize acridental deviations and to discover extra
ordinary pertul'bations. 

3. It is useful to take the measures in different azimuths, espe· 
cially, if possihle, in the meridian and in a direction perpendicular 
to the meridian, in order to examine whether the theoretically 
existing difference of the dips in these two directions, which may 
amount to one part in 150, or to 24" in a dip of one degree, is 
confirmed by experience. 

1) These researches have been published in fifteen papers, 13 of these in the /lT~d
schrift van het KoninkhJk Instituut van Ingenieurs, Afdeeling Ned. Indie, 1890-1896". 
The tltle of the first paper, translnted, is "The Ha.rmonic Annlysis of Tides, npplied 
to Observations made nt TJilatjap"; thnt of all the followmg: "Studies of the Tides 
in the Indian Archipelngo"; II nnd III contam theoretical matter, IV-XIII the 
results of the hnrmonic analysis, apphed to the indlCatlOns of thtl tide gauges 
established In difierent llllrts of the East-Jndinn Archipelago. XIV (Statistica) and 
XV (PredlCtions) have been published in the Journalof the Royal Physical Society 
of Batavia, Vol. LVI, 1896. 
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4. The stations are to be so chosen, that the height of the tide 
may be caleulated by the tide-tables. 

I have thought that a review of previous investigations of terrest
rial refraction, would not be unwelcome to those interested in the 
subject. It includea an account of the work of JEA.N DOMINIQUE CA.SSINI 
in 1661, CESAR FRANÇOIS CA.SSINI in 1742, TOBIA.S MA.YER in 1751, 
LA.MB1:::RT in 1759, BOUGUER in 1749, Roy and MUDGE from 1787 
to 1799, MÉCHA.IN and DELA.MBRE from 1792 to 1797, VON ZA.CH 
in 1795, WARREN in 1804, VON LINDENA.U in 1805, TRA.LLES in 
1806, GAUSS in 1823, WILHELM STRUVE in 1826-27, CORA.BOEUF 
in 1827, CA.CCIA.TORE in 1831, BESSEL in 1834, BA.EYER in 1835, 
SA.BLER and STRUVE in 1838, ATKINSON in 1825, DENZLER in 
1842, PILA.A.R in 1846. Then follows a deseription of the theories 
of LAPLA.CE, BA.EYER, BA.BINET, SA. WITSCH, BA.UERNFEIND, LINDHAGEN, 
HELMERT, JORDA.N and W A.LTER. The chapter closes by mentioning 
the value of the factor of refraetion whieh on my suggestion Coronel 
M. L. J. VAN ASPEREN has deduced from the observations of the 
Peruvian Committee for measuring a degree in Peru in 1735, and 
finally by summing up a number of papers on terrestrial refraction, 
published sinee 1850 in different periodicals. 

The second seetion of this sixth part contains the determinations 
of latitudes and differences of longitude, made for comparison with 
the results of the triangulation, with a view to detecting deviations 
of the plumbline by local attl'action. 

Determinations of latitude by cireummeridian zenith distances were 
made at 63 stations. For redueing these observations the knowledge 
of the deelinations of the stars employed was requisite; and though 
most of the stars were taken from the Nautieal Almanac, whose 
plare'3 for the northern stars rest almost exclusively on observations 
made at Greenwieh, it was thought desirabie to take into account 
same other determinations, espeeially as the deelinations of those 
southern stars which could not be obf>erved at Gl'e(luwich were very 
uncertain. 

For tbe determinations of azimuths made, (in absence of our Pole 
star), by KAISER'S methad, by measuring the differenee in azimuth 
bet ween stars in the east or we~t and same visible station, the 
precise knowledge of the dcelilMtions of the observed stars was 
also of much interest; sometimes stars were employcd for the 
azimuths which had also served for latitude, yet the choice of stars 
was guided hy different considerations in the two cases and stars 
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fit for the determination of latitude, were not always appropriate for 
that of the azimuth 1). 

The late Dr. N. ]\L KAIIf, whose catalogue of stars is weIl 
known, undertook, at my request, to furnish a list of the 
declinations of the stars employed; the numerous sta~ catalogues 
which he had to consult ueing forwarrled to him from the library 
of the Utrecht Observatory. He carried out th is task. very thoroughly, 
including corrections for the systernatir. differences of the catalogues. 
I must add, th at wlH'n KAl\{ -undel'took this work, it was not lmown 
that AUWERS, of Berlin, was about to undertake a similar one. 

Neither for the determination of the Jatitudes, nol' of the azirnuths, 
was it deemed necessary to subrnit the right aséensions to an 
equally se vel'O exarnination. In the deterrnination (lf latituge a 
small error in the R. A. was entil'ely e1iminated by tbe circum
meridian observations; in tbe àeterrninations of the azimuths, which 
were made for 20 stations, the influence of ~mch an error was al ways 
either 0, or sa smal1 that the Right Ascensions conld ho taken 
directly from the Nautical Almanac. 

That a careful determination of the decJinations was not without 
utility, may be shown by the following instances: the correction of 
the dec1ination of a Andl'ornedae in the Nautical Almanac for 1854 
was - 0",86, in that of '1871 + 0",03; that of the decIination of 
r Pegasi was + 0",7 in 1876, 78 and 79; that of IJ Leporis, from 

- 1871 to 1880, was nearly a second; th at of the declination of 
Sirius varied from + 1",30 to - 1",89, that of thc declinatioll of 
Procyon from - 0",55 to + 1",58, and so on. 

Dr. KAM also charg'ed hirnself with the derluciion of the definitive 

1) For the determination of a latitude genernlly stars were employed (commonly 
four on tbe north and four on tbe south,) tbat culminated at 20° or more from the 
zenitb; the rule was to cllOose them so that the sums of the zenith distnnces on the 
two sides of the zenith were nearly equal; whereus for the determination of an 
azimuth, the stars ought to be 50 chosen that at a low altitude their uzimuths clumged 
as little as possible. Therefore KAJSER, in his "Treatise on the IIstronomical deter
mination of geographical positions in tbe East lndian Archipelago" proposed to 
choose, for this pllrpose, stars, which, \havillg au altitude of from 10° to 30°, were 
either in the eust or in the wesl. 

Those stars were of course preferuble, that moved vCl'tically; (astronomically : whoóe 
parallactie al1g1e was 90° j) wlJÏch was ollly possible if thc strtr's soutIlern dec1i
nation exceeded the latitude of the station; but even if the star be not in thi5 most 
l'avoruble sitllation, still, provided it stalHls 110t higher than 30°, a possible uucel'
lainty of the time, as weIl as 01' thc latitude, !las only tl vel'y small influence on 
tbe azimuth. 
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latitudes anel azimuths, taking into account the flexure of the telescope1). 

All these determinations of latitude were made for the purpose 
of finding the differences between the astl'onomical and geodetic 
latitudes, olle to deviations of the direction of gravity from the 
normal to the adopted ellipsoidal surface, on which the whole 
networlc of triangles is supposed to be projectec1. In Gernlan these 
differences are called "Lothabweichu/1,qen"; I think an unequivocal 
Dutch expression would bt': "afwijking van het paslood" or "pas
loodafwijlcillg". Tt may arise either from thê stronger attraction of 
mountams or heavy undergTound masses, or from the feebIer attract
ion of less heavy mltsses on the opposite side. Which cause is the 
true one in any particular instance, may be decided with more or 
less probability by measuring the force of attl'action by pendulum 
experiments. 

The deviations are represented on plate IV 2) by arrows, directed 
to the north or to the south, accordillg' to the direction of the 
attraction. It must be kept in mind, that if, the arrow points to 
the' north, the astronomical observations indicate a greater (meridional) 
latitude then the geodetical ones. 

Though attJ'action by the mountainous country is ungeniahly 
indicated, the arrows on the south coast being all directed to the 
north, and thosc on the north coast almost all to the south, yet 
some decicled irregularities may be noticed. Though, for instance, 
seven E.tations, situated within or near to the Residency Ol Semarang, 
indicate all attl'action to thc south, we find at Genoek, near tbe 
north point of Djcpara, very little or 110 attraction, notwithstanding 
tbe vicinity of the mountain Moeria. Again, while several stations 
situaieo on the north coast, Anjer, Ged6, Batavia, Pakis, Indramajoe, 
Boetak (in the Resioency of Rembang), show an absence of attract
ion, whieh might have bee::l expected from their great distance 
from high mountains, the enOl'mous c1eviations, 37" in Poelo Tindjil 
and 26",5 in Pogor lI, both 110a1' the south coast, are very remnrkable. 
An explanation, bowever, of tbis phenomenon mny be found, not in 
the attraction of a high lllollntain on the llorth, but in tho lack of 

1) Dl'. h.AM exulllilleü 1115U, at my 1 C(!lLllsl, lhe uhal1ges that won1d resull in thebe 
latitndes, (A,) if the Jle'{1Il'e of the t!'lcsl!ope W,I, 110t calculated for ellch nj"ht sepa
rntely, hut ils mmm value for the II'hole periorl \inS employe(l; (B,) if th~ flexllre 
\vas siulply )l1lt = 0, 50 llmt the tlrithltlCltical llleun of all the deterll1illatiolls wu~ 
auopted us lhe üeJillitive value uf lhe latilude, 

'1 ho res1Ilt WI1~, thai, owiug to tha 51Lltable uhoice of lho 5tnrs on bath sides of 
Ihe ze'uith, the dillt'rOlH:e~ \Vpru extrellluly sll\ul!, anti in the greut 11HIJority of CRS6a 
did not rench IL tenth of ft second, 

2) As the stone, Ol~ which this plate WilS engmved, was \lot yet grOlmd out, it hlls 
been appended to thlS abstract. 
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attraction to the south by the deep Indian Ocean. The south ward 
attraction at Patjarloewong is strange, there being no remal'kable 
rnountain to the south of th is station, and the near lying Pliken 
showing already clearly the attraction of thc Slamat on the north 
east. Wc are also struck by the southward arrowat Magetan, which 
has the rnighty Lawoe rising near it on the northwest. 

Other remarks could be made with regard to the directions and 
lengths of the arrows on this map, but I think these are sufficient 
At all events I think the conclusion is evident, that the deviations of 
the plumbline, detected by the determinations of latitude, show the 
desirability of a much larger number of such determinations. If 
we wish to combine the study of plumbline deviations with-triangu
lation, it is desirabIe to make a detel'mination of latitude at every 
station; it is then not necessary to attain a high degree of precision; 
a single series of say, eight circummeridian zenith distances of a 
star sonth of tlle zenith, combined wit,h an equal number of a 
star at nearly the same distance to the north of the zenith, would 
be sufficient. If I were to have again under my direction a triang
ulatiou of Java or a similar mountainous country, I certainly should 
prefer this method io that whiC'h has been followed. Moreover 
every mountain offers a wide field of research; aud very interesting 
results rnight be attailled by executing a large Dumber of measures 
of plumbline deviation and gravity in the whole region affected by 
a vulcano. 

As YVON VILLA.RCEA.U has shown, the deviations of the astro
nomical azimuths from the geodetical ones may be expressed in 
deviations of longitude: unfortunately they must th en be multiplied 
by the cosecant of the latitude, a factor, having for the 20 stations, 
where azimuths were determined, a mean value of more than 8. 
Moreover the said differences were too much affected by the accu
mulation of errors in the horizontal measures; so the results of this 
reduction were untrustworthy. They gave, (and this is not to be 
wondered at) improbably large deviations in longitude. 

Much smaller discrepancies were obtained by comparing with the 
triangulation the differences of longitude which I determined, in con
junction with the Assistants JA.EGER and VOSWINKEL DORSELEN, by 
the telegraph, in the years 1859-1863, befOl'e the resumption of 
the suspendcd triangulation. Our stations we re not identical with 
those of the triangulation, but the relative positions have since been 
determined and allowed fol'. Though the comparisons are onlyeight 
in number, they show clearly the attraction by land. 

Utrecht, February 19, 1901. 


